ECLYPSE®
is lighting control…
only smarter

ECLYPSE extends the power of nLight® to deliver the next level of lighting control.

- **CONTROL:** Discover nLight and XPoint™ Wireless devices with SensorView software to monitor and configure wired and wireless lighting systems; see system health of nLight connected devices with nLight Explorer edge application
- **OPEN:** BTL listed as a BACnet™ Building Controller, nLight ECLYPSE provides predictable and seamless integration to building management systems
- **SCALABLE:** Native BACnet/IP means you don’t need a gateway. Integrate now or in the future — your lighting control solution is always “open” to building management systems, and can grow with your business needs
- **POWERFUL:** Features an embedded web server for hosting edge applications and ENVYSION HTML 5, responsive visualization user interface
- **SECURE:** TLS/SSL and RADIUS authentication support for reliable, proven protection of your most sensitive data
- **MULTI-LINGUAL:** Multiple communication protocols, like BACnet/IP, BACnet MS/TP and Modbus, make it easier to integrate into existing building automation systems and add functionality for edge applications such as metering
- **WIRED OR WIRELESS:** IP connectivity gives you the speed and bandwidth for multiple technology integration. And you can connect from anywhere!
Unification Starts Here

Your critical building systems are complicated enough. They don’t need cumbersome and custom integration. The open protocol makes it easy to keep up with changing technology and energy codes. It’s lighting control… only smarter!

Atrius™-Ready Product - These Atrius-Ready products deliver valuable data and connectivity to the Atrius IoT platform. For more information, please refer to www.acuitybrands.com/Atrius

A+ Capable configurations compatible with A+ certified solutions. A+ Certified solutions from Acuity Brands® help you quickly and confidently select and implement lighting systems, for indoor or outdoor applications, that are both compatible and consistent.

Go to www.acuitybrands.com/aplus or contact your local Acuity Brands representative for more information.